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What is the Mediterranean and what is its history? Over the past decades this deceptively 

simple question has yielded in response thousands of published pages across a range of 

disciplines, in addition to conferences, journals, scholarly associations, fellowships, even 

academic jobs. Is this Mediterranean, which has been so productive for scholars, a sea, a 

category of spatial connectivity, a geography, a frontier, a borderlands, a barrier, a setting for 

human activity, or merely a scholarly heuristic? What makes history of the Mediterranean 

different than history in the Mediterranean? Is the Mediterranean one or many? What are the 

limits of Mediterranean History? These are some of the questions I posed to my graduate student 

seminar as we began the advanced-studies seminar, “The Mediterranean and the World,” in the 

Department of History at Saint Louis University for the Fall semester of 2015. The course is 

designed to introduce graduate students to the main topics and debates in recent Mediterranean 

Studies, with a special focus on trade, politics, and language, and I ask students to read deeply in 

the most current literature on these themes in medieval and early modern Mediterranean history 

and to connect this work to the legacy of classic Mediterranean works like those of Pirenne, 

Goitein, Braudel, and Horden and Purcell. The syllabus was the result of my participation in the 

Barcelona NEH Summer Institute, “Negotiating Identities,” and my discussions with Institute 

faculty and my fellow participants. 

The “Negotiating Identities” Institute was an ideal forum for university teachers to 

discuss the pedagogical implications and possibilities of Mediterranean Studies. Many of the 

Institute themes, readings, and planned discussions and excursions influenced my syllabus 

design. In particular, I adopted several books and articles that we read as part of the Institute 



curriculum into different sections of my syllabus. I also learned more about the work of my 

fellow participants, some of which I also incorporated into the syllabus. One fellow participant 

has even been able to join the seminar for a guest lecture (and I will reciprocate next month for 

this colleague’s undergraduate seminar), a testimony to the important role the NEH institutes can 

play in forging collaboration in teaching as well as research across institutions and disciplines. 

Although the training of the graduate students in my class remains firmly rooted in the discipline 

of history, the intensive interdisciplinary exchange I experienced in Barcelona has allowed me to 

incorporate readings from art history and literary history along with Mediterranean 

historiography to amplify the breadth of training that the graduate students are receiving. 

The NEH institute brought together a range of university professors across disciplines 

and at different career stages. Speaking with my colleagues in class, outside of libraries, and in 

cafes was one of the most productive parts of the NEH experience and the one which most 

informed the design of my syllabus. Feedback from the end-of-institute workshop saved me from 

several pitfalls in the way I had designed the reading schedule (I originally wanted to limit our 

reading to works published after The Corrupting Sea in 2000, and my colleagues helped me see 

that without reading the foundational works together some students were likely to be lost for 

other parts of the class, a predication which could have easily come true if I had not revised my 

syllabus after our final workshop), and I also received very helpful advice about adjusting some 

of my expectations for assessment. In the end, students are asked to develop a research topic into 

conference paper, which they will present within the department at the end of the semester before 

presenting farther afield based on the conference submissions they completed early in the 

semester. Additionally, they are asked to produce an undergraduate syllabus connected to a topic 

or topics in Mediterranean studies that they will have studied in the class. In this way some of the 



training and ideas I received among my colleagues in the “Negotiating Identities” Institute may 

be passed on in different forms in the classes that are being designed by my students. 

The scholarly connections fostered by the Institute faculty among participants and with 

local scholars in Barcelona were also tremendously important. I had the opportunity to discuss 

my syllabus, along with my research, with several Spanish professors, researchers, and graduate 

students. These encounters, made possible only by being in Barcelona with the NEH institute, 

were incredibly valuable as they gave me a great deal of insight into other approaches to similar 

topical and methodological issues. Discussing my planned graduate training course for a U.S. 

university with scholars and students from outside the U.S. academy was eye-opening and 

enriching, and also now allows me to discuss with my students in St. Louis the ways that their 

training might be shaped by the national traditions of their educational system. 

Another significant asset to preparing this class in Barcelona was access to the many 

libraries and archives across the city that we were introduced to as part of our NEH orientation. 

The excellent academic collections of the library at the Universidad de Pompeu Fabra, the 

Biblioteca de Catalunya, and the CSIC where the Institute was hosted, allowed me to access an 

incredibly wide range of bibliography in Mediterranean studies not necessarily available in U.S. 

libraries and certainly not at my institution. The assistance of the librarians was invaluable in this 

regard, from helping me access specialized Catalan bibliography, to allowing me special access 

to some collections.  

 There is no doubt in my mind that the success I am having with my syllabus is due to its 

development within the intense and collegial atmosphere of the NEH Summer Institute, the 

endless opportunities for discussion and critique, and the many new resources to which I was 

exposed. 


